The method to determine the molecular velocity distribution in steady reaction in homogeneous gas phase with negligible reaction heat is formulated, and especially the case where one of the reacting molecules is very light is studied in detail. In this case the perturbation of the distribution function by the chemical reaction becomes most remarkable, and the expansion by the Sonine's polynomials is not always useful. Even then, the correction to the reaction rate is very small except for the most unfavorable case and therefore we may use the Maxwellian distribution to calculate the reaction rate. § 1. Introduction
Before we can get the theoretical rate of the gaseous reaction, we have to know in the first place the distribution functions (/'s) about the molecular velocities (and their internal energies) for each component of gas, and next the reaction probability per encounter for various relative velocities of colliding particles.
Since the forms of f's depend on the reaction probability, it is natural to consider the latter at the outset and this may be calculated (at least in principle) by means of the ordinary quantum mechanics. For this sake, however, we must solve a many-body problem which is very hard to handle on account of its mathematical complexity.]) It is usual, therefore, to assume the Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions for fs and to use the relations in the equilibrium state to obtain the reaction probability2), which are not allowed a priori * .
Recently, Prof. Prigogine and his collaborators studied the perturbation of Maxwell distribution by the chemical reaction from the viewpoint of the kinetic theory of gases 5 ) . The main purpose of their investigation, however, is to show the possibility of application of the Chapman-Cowling's methodS) for this problem, and many points remain unsolved.
In the following, one of these remaining problems (i. e., the bimolecular reaction involving very light molecules) is considered. Owing to the lack of detailed information about the reaction probability, the results obtained are more or less qualitative.
We start from the qulitative discussions about f's in the steady gaseous reaction ( § 2). Then, the mathematical formulation is presented ( § 3) , and this is solved for various cases ( § § 4, :> and 6). Finally, the correction to the reaction rate is given ( § 7). § 2. Qualitative discussions
The kinetic theory of the chemically reacting gases gives, in general, the problem to solve the following set of Boltzmann-equations one for each component A, B, C, ...... , under the given boundary condition in space and time: de of the velocity space and til' of the ordinary space at the given instant t.
More generally, it is desired that the I's include the information about the internal states of molecules.* In the following, however, we neglect the effect of internal degrees of freedom for simplicity. F means the acceleration due to the external forces.** If the reaction probability is very small, the I's will be almost Maxwellian.
On the contrary, if the reaction probability is large and the activation energy is not high compared with mean kinetic energy of molecules at the temperature considered, the reaction proceeds very fast and the form of I's may be quite different from the Maxwellian. 
aT dt (2) * As was shown by Prof. Careri,7)" steric" factor may become larger than unity 'if one neglect the internal energy in the collision theory of reaction.
** The equation as (1) are applied not only to the himolecular reactions considered helow but also to the unimolecular reactions and the photochemical reactions, where it will be most interested to investigate the deviation from the Boltzmann distribution about the internal energy.
*** Iu general the temperature may change from one component to the other and the internal energy distribution may follow the different temperature also. Moreover, it is questionable whether the temperature measured with suitable thermometer equals to the one defined by the mean kinetic energy though it will be a small effect.
Such reaction may be called "steady reaction" because of the invariance of the form of distribution functions. Substituting (2) into the Eq. (1) we have the equations containing no time explicitly.
If the reaction heat is not small, we must take account of the nature of the wall containing the reacting gas. For the wall with very small heat conductivity. the temperature of gas will rise accompanying the reaction to a considerably high value, while if the wall is good con,ductor of heat, the boundary of gas remains at the same temperature with the external and the temperature gradient will appear in the gas giving rise a problem of heat conduction. rhe distribution functions in the exo-and endothermic reactions was investigated by Prigogine and his coworkers with the assumption that the perturbation from the Maxwellian is same form for all kinds of molecule in the gas which is not good approximation because the f's for the reactants may be very different from the j's for the products.
In the following, we consider the bimolecular reaction A+B ~ C +D where the heat of reaction is very small and may be neglected. Furthermore, we assume that the mass mA of molecule A is very small compared with that of the other molecules (me. mo and mn), for the perturbation of the distribution function may become most remarkable in this case because of the smallness of the energyexchange by scattering between the molecules with very different masses. A typical example is given by the famous reaction ( 3)
The high energy components of A and B are lost by the reaction, the produced molecules C and D have, on the other hand, large energy and this asymmetry will disappear immediately by the elastic scattering between the reactants and the products. This disappearance of the asymmetry is prevented if one of the molecule considered is very light. In the following, therefore, we consider the Ie, fo and In to be Maxwellian with temperature T and only the fA is perturbed appreciably from the Maxwellian. Furthermore, the effect of C and D on the /A is that to make the perturbation from the Maxwellian small. Thus the perturbation of the fA in the absence of C and D gives the upper limit of this. For this reason we assume for a while that the no and nn is negligibly small (cf. § 6). § 3. The mathematical formulations The equation to be solved is given as follows:
The small deviation from the Maxwellian distribution is calculated by putting the fA as a series
and dividing the equation (4) into infinite number of equation and finally solving them successively. Usually, there is no definite parameter of this expansion. In the case considered, however, we may use e. g. the reaction probability u. as the parameter of expansion, considering that the collision between A and B with the kinetic energy of relative motion larger than a definite value E* (called activation energy) have the average reaction probability a. Substituting (5) into (4) and picking out the terms without a, we have
i. e., the first term of the expansion (5) must be Maxwellian type. The integration constants are fixed by the requirements that (4b)
Then the terms linear in a from (4) give the following equation:
The scattering term in the Eq. (4) is given as the form of sum (6) The last term, for example, is due to the scattering of A by B-molecules. In general, the terms expressing the scattering of A by C, D, and other molecules present must be added in the right hand side of this equation. If we treat the scattering as the elastic scattering between the rigid sphere, we have the following forms for each terms in the Eq. (6)*
* As regards the notation. unless otherwise specified, we follow the ref. 6.
In the first approximation, we put (as stated above) hl=/~' /a=fl;, jD=/];' and
In 
We call this renormalization " E-process" for brevity. Now, we desire the concrete expression for (dfA/dt),.. We shall take two models for the reaction. 
(ii) when we take the model that the collisions between A and B with the kinetic energy of relative motion larger than E* lead reaction with probability a, similar equations are obtained as follows:
[mn
. Expansion by the Sonine's polynomials
The most familiar device to solve the problem is the expansion of the correction function G by the Sonine's polynomials* (and the determination of its coefficients). Namely we substitute the expansion By the conditions (41)), we have aQ=O in t"\le expansion (14) whileal is not zero, Practically, it is impossible to solve this set of equations, and usually one takes the first few terms only. This is permissible at least for the slowly varying perturbation from the Maxwellian. But it is not allowed for a sudden change of the distribution function. In the chemical reactions, (dfA/dt)r is appreciable only in a small region (near the activation energy). Thus it is hopeless that the right hand sides of (15) converge to zero quickly, because the polynomials S~j"J (V2) is no more oscillating near the activation energy (V*;p 1), at least for the small r (see Figs. la and lb) . Even then, the approximation by the first term may be useful if the concentration of A is considerably large. In this case A-A-scattering will occur frequently and, therefore, the distribution function will be slowly varying, or rather Maxwellian with a temperature T -6, T (T is the temperature of Bcomponent and -6, T is a small temperature fall). Observing the relation
Cr. s]= S S
SSi/~(J72)f!t~1(Sm(V2) + Sm( Vi) -Sm(V'2) -S}i~( V'i) )kAdkAdcAdcAl =[s, r] [1'. s]' = S S S S\'i~(J72)f~f~(Sii~(V2) -Sl~J( V'2) )kARdkA~CAdcn=[s. r]' [r]= S S\I~(V2) (d/J/dt),dcA
.r(T -6,T) -j(T.)2](6,T/T)"SWi(mc 2 /2kT),
we may expect that even the first term alone gives the good approximation. order. Thus the use of Sonine's polynomials is impractical.
* The authors confirmed this by taking the first three terlIlS of (14), 
(for E <E*, the last integral has to be replaced by zero). which is similar to the Smit's equationO) for the velocity distribution function of electrons in the case of gas discharge. Putting for brevity, The perturbation of Maxwell distribution in the steady reaction with small heat of reaction is found to be very small except for the special case (large mass ratio and large concentration ratio). In the latter case, however, experimental check will give a large contribution to the theory of elementary process of chemical reaction.
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